$1 SALE

WORD WAYS readers may now buy the books below at the unusually low price of $1 each. Many of the titles regularly sell for $5.00, $10.00, and more. These books will help you in word games, puzzles, and contests. And they are new and unusual. Because of the low prices, the minimum order must be $10.00. However, you may select an extra book because of this supplementary requirement.

2 to 6 letters, alphabetically arranged by length, based on M-W Pocket Dictionary.

9 to 23 letters, alphabetical, by length, based on M-W Pocket Dictionary.

2 to 4 letters, alphabetical, positional, based on M-W Pocket Dictionary.

5 letter, alphabetical, positional, based on M-W Pocket Dictionary.


5 letter, positional, alphabetical, based on M-W New Int. 2nd Ed.

4 letters, positional, alphabetical, grouped by first and last letters, N. J. 1st Ed.

5 letter, positional, alphabetical, grouped by first and last letters, N. J. 2nd Ed.

All 3 and 5 letter words, alphabetical, by length, New Int. 2nd Ed. (also N. J. 2nd).

2 to 8 letters based on M-W College Dict. Alphabetical, by length.

1 to 9 letters, from college dict. These are hidden or twisted to find words.

Hold Snake Words, from college dict. These are hidden or twisted to find words.

Out-of-place words. Only one large sheet of paper, but constant words hard to find. Words from reference books. Taken from special historical edition of M.W N. Int. 2nd. Scores. High-score words, 8 letters to 9 letters, contains repeated letters. N. J. 2nd Ed.

11 to 18 letter words, alphabetical, positional, from M-W Pocket Edition.

New Words within the Alphabet, such as EASTERN, ASTHER, ASTERN, STERN, etc.

Bible in Pictures. Has 72 Bible content pictures, and much extra information.

500 Helpful Pictures, grouped by subjects. Most-used source for puzzles.

How To Solve Tricky Puzzles. A source of winning tricky crossword clues and words.

UNSCRAMBLER. 2 to 4 letters, based on M-W Pocket Ed. Will quickly reveal true word.

Animal Reference Book. Alphabetical list of 6,500 animal names. None like it.

How To Solve Picture Puzzles. Reveals traps, sources, methods.

Contestant's Dictionary of Surnames. Useful for those writing contests.


Famous Dictionaries. Contain alphabetized lists of pictures 100 years old. 240 pp.

Man's Picture Collection. 240 pages scanned with illuminations of all kinds.

Encyclopedia of Mon-Made Oddities. 240 pages filled with unusual pictures. Vol. 2 Picture Dict. Vol. 3. Also has 240 pages crowded with illuminations.

How To Solve Cartoon Puzzles. Explains traps, etc. Best book of its kind.

3,000 Classified Pictures. Grouped by subject. Based on old M-W dictionary.

Fish Symbol Book. Records the size and shapes of fishes of all kinds.

Some Famous Pictures. Pictures of authors and other famous folk. Very useful and scarce.


British Tennis Crossword and Winning Words. Mary U. B. puzzle and these now. 500 Great Americans. Offer 300 pictures and 500 stories. Bound to help a great deal.

Word Squares and Other Word Formas. Based on various dictionaries.

Official Signs and Symbols. Grouped by length and alphabetically.

Post Puzzle Pictures. Many great ideas! Illustrations are repeated, this book is helpful.

Irregular and Unusual Puzzles. Many such words are not in place in N. J. 2nd edition.

Encyclopedias of COLORS. Grouped in various ways. Also includes foreign terms.

How To Solve Tough Puzzles. Useful in such contests where names of towns are mixed.

Now To Solve Tricky Crossword Puzzles. Written by a winner and constructor.

Ghost Picture Collection. Has over 2000 pictures of authors, scenes, etc.

Contest Books of Charts. Helps in helping many kinds of puzzles contests.

How To Promote Contest. Explains where to advertise, types of contests, fees, etc.

How To Solve Town & Country Puzzles. A very helpful volume.

How To Solve Madhaven Puzzles. Another useful work. Based on word contests.

How To Win Tetris Puzzles. A very helpful source.

How To Win Satisfactions. Contains information not found anywhere else. Very useful.

Ten Practice Puzzles: For American and World's Contest. Bound to help you on many ways.


JENNYRARE. Based on a British book by John Matthews. Has 5 x 5 word squares.

Find Words. To huge nationwide game by first and last word contest. In very book.

P. A. W. S. (Past Award Winning Solutions). By winners in American Holiday, etc.

W. D. W. (Winners of the Week). Taken from winning solutions and grouped in other book.

Index to 5,000 Pictures. Tells where those pictures are to be found. Essential book.


Record Books of Illustrate Books. Based on M-W, Pocket Dict. Has lists of subjects, birds, fishes, mammals, etc.

Weasels of Democracy. Book explaining great American documents, etc.

How To Solve A Trio Puzzle. Explains the solving of those 3 by 3 word squares.

100 Christmas and New Year's American History. By Wright Putnam. Helpful.


15 Letter Words. Based on various gazetteers and atlases. Very helpful.

We have been advertising our various books in this publication, and have since the third issue in other publications. Many of the books have been sold out. However, we have been able to order additional stock for these very special words. Our prices are very low, and we are sure that you will be able to buy the books you want.

We are compiled to require our monopoly's orders. If you do not wish to buy a book, we will be glad to send it to you. We are able to send the books at low prices, and we will be glad to help you on many ways.

We have also distributed our books by post and word, and we are sure that you will be able to find the books you want. We are able to send the books at low prices, and we will be glad to help you on many ways.
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